The purpose of these briefings is to give you an idea of what to expect weather-wise for the time period indicated above, and to give you a heads-up as to what types of weather hazards and weather impacts, if any, are possible.
Key Points for central NC:

- Larry will result in life-threatening rip currents along the Carolina beaches for the next couple days.

- NHC is watching an area of weather in the SW Gulf of Mexico. While formation chances are low, even if it would become a TC, it would be too far to our east to give us any rain or impacts across our area.
The Upcoming Weather Pattern for Central NC

Key Points:

• A stationary boundary to our south may result in a few stray rain showers across southern portions of NC today.

• A cold front will approach us from the NW on Wednesday and cross our region Wednesday night. This will give us a better chance for rain, albeit light amounts, Wednesday and Wednesday night.

• After the front exits to our east early Thursday, look for clearing weather and a bit cooler and drier for the late-week and weekend period.
Key Points:

- Best chance for rain will come Wednesday and Wednesday night, but still, rainfall amounts will be light (< 1 inch).
WPC’s Excessive Rainfall Outlook

Today

The risk of excessive rainfall within 25 miles of a point is < 5%

Wednesday

The risk of excessive rainfall within 25 miles of a point is < 5%

Thursday

The risk of excessive rainfall within 25 miles of a point is < 5%

Key Points:

- No risk for flash flooding
Key Points for central North Carolina:
• There is a marginal risk for severe storms Wednesday and Wednesday evening.
8 to 14 day outlook courtesy of the Climate Prediction Center
Weather Summary

• A stationary boundary to our south may result in a few stray rain showers across southern portions of NC today.
• A cold front will approach us from the NW on Wednesday and cross our region Wednesday night. This will give us a better chance for rain, albeit light amounts, Wednesday and Wednesday night.
• After the front exits to our east early Thursday, look for clearing weather and a bit cooler and drier for the late-week and weekend period.

Hazards and Impacts

• There is a marginal risk for severe storms Wednesday and Wednesday evening.
• Hurricane Larry will result in life-threatening rip currents along the Carolina beaches for the next couple days.